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Abstract: New technologies as cloud computing and internet of things (IoT) has expanded the range of multimodal applications. This expansion, in several computing
and heterogeneous environments, makes access control an important issue in multimodal applications. Indeed, a variety of access control models have been developed to
address diﬀerent aspects of security problems. The two most popular basic models are:
Role Based Access Control (RBAC) and Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC). The
both models RBAC and ABAC have their speciﬁc features and they can complement
each other. For that, providing a hybrid model which considers both concepts “roles”
as well as “attributes” has become an important research topic. This paper proposes
a new access control model based principally on roles, attributes, access modes and
the type of resources. An empirical method is applied to compare the new proposed
model versus three existing models: RBAC, ABAC, and the hybrid model Attribute
Enhanced RBAC (AERBAC). The results of the empirical method demonstrate that
the new proposed model acquires the advantages of the two models RBAC and ABAC
and avoids their limitations. In fact, the new proposed model reduces the complexity
of security policies and allows expressing the ﬁne granularity of systems without any
explosion in the number of roles or rules in the security policy.
Key Words: Security policies, Access control, Hybrid access control model, RBAC,
ABAC, Comparative method, Flexible model, Scalable model, Fine-grained model
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1

Introduction

Multimodal applications has expanded rapidly to touch large number of domains:
Internet of things (IoT) in [Markku et al., 2015], education (eg. m-learning) in
[Alghabban et al., 2017], health care in [Reinschluessel et al., 2017], military in
[Aaltonen and Laarni, 2017]. In this large range of areas’ systems, complexity
of security administration remains an important challenge. Many models were
proposed to deal with this complexity. Currently, there are two key basic models
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that are the most used models in the design and the implementation of security
policies, in large networking systems. These two models are: Role Based Access
Control (RBAC) [Ferraiolo et al., 2001] and Attribute Based Access Control
(ABAC) [Brossard et al., 2017]. Each of RBAC and ABAC has their beneﬁts
and drawbacks; therefore, providing a hybrid model that combines the beneﬁts of these two techniques will achieve ﬂexible, scalable and ﬁne-grained access
control [Varadharajan et al., 2015]. Initially, designed as a model to mainstream
commerce systems, RBAC and ABAC have found applications in several areas: health care using RBAC in [Moon Sun Shin and Jeong, 2015] and using
ABAC in [Mukherjee et al., 2017], work-ﬂow systems using RBAC in [Liu et al.,
2015], education using RBAC in [Le et al., 2014], web services and their architecture using RBAC in [Ranchal et al., 2016] and using ABAC in [Zhang and
Zhang, 2017], social networks using RBAC in [Pang and Zhang, 2015] and using
ABAC in [Hsu and Ray, 2016], wireless networks using RBAC in [Nagarajan
and Gopalan, 2016a] and [Chen et al., 2016], cloud computing using RBAC in
[Luo et al., 2016] and using ABAC in [Ngo et al., 2016], ﬁnancial industry using
ABAC in [Qiu et al., 2016], mobile environment using ABAC in [Li et al., 2014],
etc. Several work were proposed to combine the advantages of the ABAC and
RBAC and overcome their limits. To evaluate these hybrids models, we need to
compare them with the both models.
In this paper, we aim to propose a new “hybrid access control model” based
on the two existing models RBAC and ABAC. The new proposed model inherits
the advantages of the two models and aims to overcome their limitations. In
order to demonstrate the strengths of the new proposed model, an empirical
comparison is realised. This empirical comparison is based on four metrics that
are inspired form the limitations of RBAC and ABAC. The empirical comparison
is used to evaluate the proposed new model versus three existing models: RBAC,
ABAC and AERBAC (Attribute Enhanced RBAC). From the obtained results,
it is proved that the new hybrid model provides more ﬂexibility, scalability, ﬁnegrained capacity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 exposes related work
dealing with RBAC, ABAC and hybrid models. Section 3 starts by presenting
the requirements and needs for a new access control model, then it presents the
principle and the components of the new proposed access control model. Section 4 details the principles of the proposed empirical comparison approach, the
proposed metrics, a demonstrative example, and analyses the models RBAC,
ABAC, AERBAC and the new proposed model using the deﬁned metrics. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and identiﬁes future perspectives.
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Related work

In RBAC model, permissions are associated with roles that users have as a part of
an organization. Thus, the user’s access to resources is decided based on his role.
Therefore, a role can be considered as a collection of users that have the same
set of permissions. This approach has two principle advantages, on one hand,
users will access only to the resources that they require to achieve their tasks,
under the suitable mode. On the other hand, the system administration is made
easy. However, in the basic RBAC, the access decision will be complex [Covington and Sastry, 2006] and not adequate [Kuhn et al., 2010] when the contextual
attributes are required to granting the access. Moreover, the permissions are
referring to individual objects. This kind of referring leads to role-permission explosion problem in situations including large number of objects. To resolve these
disadvantages, ABAC [Brossard et al., 2017] was proposed. The ABAC model
introduces the concept of attribute, hence an ABAC system is composed of three
sets of entities: users, resources and the environment. Each of these three entities
have speciﬁc attributes. An attribute consists of a pair (key, value) and the permissions of users depend on their attributes. Even the ABAC was proposed to
facilitate the management of security, the proposed solution by ABAC can be as
complicated as that of RBAC in some cases [Rajpoot et al., 2015]. According to
[Coyne and Weil, 2013], in ABAC the role names are still associated with users,
but they are no more considered as collections of permissions. In most systems,
there are private objects dedicated to a particular user and where the access is
qualiﬁed as “unique access” (for example, the report card of a student) versus
“multiple access” in the case of shared objects. To restrict the access to these
private objects, the two models resolve the situation diﬀerently. In fact, RBAC
introduces a private role for each student whereas ABAC introduces a private
rule for each student. In this case, the system does not beneﬁt from the advantages of the role of RBAC and the attributes of ABAC. Besides this problem,
granting a request of a user in both models (RBAC or ABAC) requires to check
the user permissions one by one to make decision to grant or deny the access.
According to [Zhang and Wu, 2016], RBAC and ABAC can not be directly
applied to IoT because of their limitations. However, the both models still have
some advantages that can be exploited in IoT applications. RBAC deals with
the distribution problem of competencies where time and location change, while
ABAC deals with the dynamic propagation problems of users. The both models RBAC and ABAC have their speciﬁc features and they can complement
each other. The idea to merge RBAC and ABAC in one model has become an
important research topic, in order to acquire advantages of these two models.
However, the proposed solutions for merging the both models are still insuﬃcient. Indeed, NIST organization has announced a challenging project to deﬁne
a new security model [Kuhn et al., 2010] based on the both existing models.
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Many researchers have adopted the idea and several propositions are developed.
RABAC (Role-centric Attribute- Based Access Control) [Jin et al., 2012] is the
ﬁrst formal hybrid model which proposes an assignment of roles avoiding roleexplosion problem. RABAC is an extension of RBAC with permission ﬁltering
policy (PFP) which constrains the available set of permissions based on user
and object attributes by using Boolean expression (function). According to [Rajpoot et al., 2015], the RABAC approach does not incorporate environment attributes and so that it is not suitable for systems involving frequently changing
attributes. The authors in [Rajpoot et al., 2015] combine RBAC and ABAC in
one new model AERBAC (Attributes Enhanced Role-Based Access Control),
by using contextual information and exploiting the contents of the resources to
provide ﬁne-grained access control mechanism. Several works as spatio-temporal
RBAC [Kulkarni and Tripathi, 2008] and context-aware RBAC [Nagarajan and
Gopalan, 2016b] focus on the merge of access context in RBAC. However, these
models suﬀer from the role-explosion problem (a big number of roles). To deal
with this problem, a new spatio-temporal RBAC [Abdunabi et al., 2014] model
was proposed by introducing the concept of spatio-temporal zones to abstract
location and time into one single entity. In this last model, using zones prevents
the creation of new roles when spatio-temporal constraints associated with them
change.

3

A new hybrid access control model

In this section, we present our proposed model which is a hybrid model based
on both models RBAC and ABAC. The proposed model integrates the multiple
accesses as well as the unique access. Before presenting the new proposed model,
we start by listing a set of requirements which must be fulﬁlled by a suitable
access control model.
3.1

Requirements for a suitable access control model

To deal optimally with security policies, an access control model is expected to
guarantee the following needs.
– Reduce the complexity of the security policy. This requires the reduction
of two metrics: Written Permissions Number (WPN) and the evaluated permissions number (EPN). The W P N is the total number of the written permissions, by the administrator, to deﬁne what a user or a group can or can
not do. The EP N is the number of permissions which will be evaluated, by
the system, to decide that a user has not the requested permission. In fact,
reducing W P N leads to reduce the EP N which makes the auditing in the
model easier.
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– Use a suitable format of rules or permissions allowing to express the complex
granularity of systems without any explosion.
– Use a suitable format of rules or permissions allowing to express the access
to private objects.
To achieve the above requirements, we need to consider the following basic
ideas in the new proposed model.
– Use the Role concept; thus, divide the users according to their functions.
– Each role has a set of permissions which are expressed in rules.
– In each rule, we express the object, user, and environment features.
– Divide the set of rules according to the access actions. Because there is one
rule for each access actions, in each role, the decision if a user has not the
requested permission needs to evaluate just one rule in each active role of
this user. Hence, the number EP N equals to number of Active Roles (AR):
EP N = AR.
A model, which considers the above basic requirements, will be able to overcome all access control models requirements and will provide the advantages of
ABAC and RBAC. In the next section, we establish a new model in order to
meet these required features.
3.2

Principle of the proposed model

To beneﬁt from RBAC, we deﬁne a set of roles and each role has its permissions, but rather than considering permissions as a set of permissions referring
to individual objects and to one instance of the access action, we divide the permissions assigned to a role according to its access actions. In the RBAC model,
if the designer wants to express the fact that a role “admin” can read papers and
mails then he must deﬁne a set of permissions assigned to this role as: (admin,
read, paper1), ... , (admin, read, papern), (admin, read, mail1), ... , (admin, read,
mailm). However, in our proposed model, we propose to deﬁne an assignment of
permissions as: (admin, read, papers and mails). This last assignment is used to
express that all objects which the admin can read are papers and mails; hence
we collect the objects into sets, according to the access type (read, write, etc)
by the role. In each set, we separate the objects dedicated to a particular user
(i.e. unique access) from the objects dedicated to multi users (i.e. multi-access)
into two subsets. To beneﬁt from ABAC advantages, identiﬁcation of permissions takes into consideration the diﬀerent attributes of objects, subjects (users)
and environment. By exploiting the attributes of objects, users, environment,
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(users) and environment.
3.3

The security policy under the proposed model

A policy is a set of rules that deﬁne the behaviour of a system. The system
that uses this policy is expected to satisfy this set of rules in all its states.
In this section, we present the security policy under the proposed model. This
policy requires determining sets, functions, rules and constraints. In our proposed
model, we have extended basic sets and functions deﬁned in ABAC model.
3.3.1

The Sets

We distinguish ﬁve entities in the system: user, object, role, rule, and permission.
Each of these entities yields to a speciﬁc set in the policy. Thus, the policy deﬁnes
the following sets.
– S: denotes the set of subjects (users) that can manipulate or access the
resources or objects in this system.
– O: denotes the set of objects. Both subjects and objects have their unique
identiﬁer uid and rid respectively.
– At: denotes users, resources and environment attributes. The attribute can
have a single value (atomic value) or multi-atomic value. The set At is composed of several subsets denoted Aui , Arj and Ae. Aui is the set of useri
attributes, Arj is the set of resourcej attributes, and Ae is the set of environment attributes (such as time and location). In the set Arj , we use
the attribute Refer_To to deﬁne the owner of the resourcej . The attribute
Refer_To contains the value uid if the resourcej belongs to the user (uid )
otherwise it contains “null”.
– R: denotes the set of roles. The users interact with the system according to
their roles.
– Ac: denotes the set of access action (i.e. read, write, view, control, etc.).
– P : denotes the set of permissions.
– RL: denotes the set of rules which assign permissions to each role.
3.3.2

The Functions

Three functions are introduced as follows. (i) V u(u, a): returns the value of
the attribute a of the user u, otherwise it returns null if the user has not this
attribute; (ii) V r(rs, a): returns the value of attribute a for a resource rs, otherwise it returns null if the resource has not this attribute; (iii) Dr(u): returns
the set of rules dedicated to a user u according to his active role.
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The rules

We assume that the set of rules “RL” consists of all role rules subsets RLr , where
r ∈ R (R is the set of roles). For each role r, the set RLr is composed of subsets
RLracc , such that acc ∈ A (A is the set of access actions). Lets consider Rm and
Run the two sets deﬁned as follows.
– Rm : represents the set of rules which bind to the users the access acc to the
multiple access objects.
– Run : represents the set of rules which bind to the users the access acc to the
unique access objects.
Each set RLracc includes one rule from the set Rm and one rule from the set
Run .
We use the tuple (acc, rs), containing a resource rs and an access mode acc,
to express that a user has the appropriate permission to perform the action acc
on the resource rs. The set U Pu of tuples (acc, rs) denotes all the permissions
assigned to the user u.
Finally, a rule is a tuple (t, r, acc, cst), such that:
– t: is the type of the rule (unique or multiple). The value of t can be Run or
Rm .
– r ∈ R. r is a role.
– acc: access mode, acc ∈ A;
– cst: is a constraint. The constraint cst is a logical formula built upon the
two functions V u(u, att) and V r(rs, att), such that:
• V u(u, att) gives the attribute value of att for the user u.
• V r(rs, att) gives the attribute value of att for the resource rs.
The constraint cst can be written according to the following grammar.
cst := true
cst ::= cst and
cst ::= cst and
cst ::= cst and
cst ::= cst and
cst ::= cst and

|
|
|
|
|

or
or
or
or
or

V u(u, att) = V r(rs, att)
V u(u, att1) = V r(rs, att2)
V u(u, att) = const
V r(rs, att) = const
V u(u, att) ⊇ V r(rs, att)

such that u is a user, rs is a resource, att, att1 and att2 are attributes,
and const is a constant value of an attribute. Besides the above elements,
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a constraint may include another statements like the time or location (environment attributes). Moreover, if we have tow rules that have the same
constraint cst and role r with two diﬀerent access actions acc1 and acc1 then
we write them in one rule as: (t, r, acc1 oracc2 , cst).
3.3.4

Constraints in the proposed model

We use the same constraints as deﬁned in RBAC, which are: (i) Static and
dynamic separation of duties (SoD), (ii) Role hierarchy, (iii) the cardinality of
roles, (iv) role authorization and (v) role execution. After assigning a role to a
user, we check the following elements.
– The role authorization: is the role authorized for this user?
– The static separation of duties: this role is not already assigned to some
users who have static conﬂicts with the current user? this role is not in static
conﬂicts with the already assigned roles to the current user?
– The cardinality of role: is the number of users assigned to this role less
than the cardinality of the role?
After the veriﬁcation of these constraints, we add the name of the role to the
multi atomic values of the user’s “Role-attribute”.
– Dynamic separation of duties: we use multi atomic value attribute “Active” to express the activated roles by the user. To insert the name of a role
into the “Active attribute”, we should verify that the role and the user are
not in dynamic conﬂicts. This concerns two cases: (i) this role cannot be
activated by the current user because it is already activated by another user
who has conﬂict with the current user, or (ii) this role cannot be activated
by the current user because the current user activated already another role
which is in conﬂict with the current role.
– Role hierarchy: to give the user a permission, we use the rules of the active
role (role execution). If the role r activated by a user contains another role
r (r is a senior role of r ) then this user will own the permissions assigned
to r too.
3.3.5

The mechanism

In this section, we present the mechanism of the access decision. It is to decide
if a user u requesting access to a resource rs, through the access mode acc, is
authorized or not to access rs. The mechanism is implemented by two algorithms.
The ﬁrst algorithm evaluates the access query of a user to a speciﬁc resource.
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Algorithm 1: algo:1
Input: Access query (Rq < uid , acc, rid >) consisting of user identiﬁer uid ,
access mode acc and resource identiﬁer rid ;
Output: Access; // Access = grant if the user has the permission else
Access = deny;
1 List_Active_Role ← ∅ // List of the user’s currents activated roles.
2 Access ← deny // The access is denied until we ﬁnd that the user has the
permission.
3 User_attributes ← get_attributes(uid ) // Gets all user’s attributes.
4 Active_Roles ← getvalue(User_attributes, Active) // From the user
attributes, we get the value of the attribute Active, which contains the
user’s currents activated roles.
5 if Active_Roles = null then
6
return (Request denied: you not have active role)
7 else
8
Resource_attributes ← get_attributes(rid ); //Return the attributes
set of the object rid
9
Type ← getvalue(Resource_attributes, Refer_To); //Returns the
value of the attribute Refer_To
10
if Type = null then
11
Type ← shared;
12
else
13
Type ← unique;
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

List_Active_Role.add(Active_Roles);
List_junior_roles ← get_junior_roles(Active_Role); //Returns
juniors of all active roles.
List_Active_Role.add(List_junior_roles);
Environment_attributes ← get_att_Environment(); //Returns the
set of Environment attributes.
while (List_Active_Role = ∅) ∧ (Access = deny) do
Rule ← get_Rule(Role,Type,acc); // Returns the rule dedicated to
restrict the access (acc) of the role (Role) to (type) objects.
Access ←
evaluate( Rule, Environment_attributes, Resource_attributes,
User_attributes);//Matches the query with the rule and returns
the result.
if Access = deny then
return (Request denied);
else
return (Request granted);
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the new proposed model is more suitable than the existing ones. The new proposed model is proved to be more able to handle eﬃciently security in complicated situation where the number of entities in each set (i.e., users, roles, objects
and attributes) increases highly.
4.2

The illustrative example

To make the comparative method easier to understand, we use the following
example. In a college, students pass through three levels to get their graduate diploma. In the second level (L2 ), students are divided into x specialities
({Si }i∈1...x ). In the third level (L3 ), students are divided into y specialities
({Si }i∈1...y ). To manage students’ access, the system encloses two kinds of objects: shared and private. Shared objects are dedicated to a set of users and
private objects are dedicated to one user. Two "access actions" are proposed
which are read and download.
The access to shared objects is managed using the following rules: (i) A
student in L1 can access to all courses of his level, (ii) A student in L2 or L3 can
access only the courses of his speciality, (iii) Only premium users have access
to paid courses, and (iv) Regular users have access to paid courses only during
promotional periods. The access to private objects concerns access to marks (i.e.,
marks are accessible only by the concerned student).
Resources of the system include a set of courses deﬁned in each level Li ,
for i = 1, 2, 3. These courses are of two kinds, regular courses and paid courses,
denoted respectively as RCLi and P CLi . In levels L2 and L3 , courses are divided
into specialities. Courses of the speciality Si for i = 1 . . . k in levels L2 and L3
are denoted as RCL2Si , P CL2Si , RCL3Si , P CL3Si , respectively.
Using the previous example, the following sections present a comparative
evaluation between the new proposed model and three existing models which
are RBAC, ABAC and hybrid model AERBAC. The policy is evaluated under
each model to show the advantages of the new proposed model vs the three
existing ones.
4.3

RBAC configuration evaluation

The RBAC policy, for the illustrative example, is deﬁned as a set of roles and
access permissions, as follows.
– Roles: In a regular users, 1+x+y roles are required to express the conditions
of levels and specialities. These roles can be denoted as: R1 for regular students in L1 , {Ri }i∈2...x+1 for regular students in L2 , and {Ri }i∈x+2...x+1+y
for regular students in L3 .
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– To express the conditions of premium users, the administrator creates for
each regular role a premium role. Hence, the number of roles will be (1 +
x + y) ∗ 2 roles.
– To express the conditions of promotional periods, the administrator creates
for each regular role a promotional role. Hence, the number of roles will be
(1 + x + y) ∗ 3 roles. A promotional role would be available to users only
during promotional periods and it inherits the premium role permissions.
– Access permissions to read regular courses: we need respectively |RCL1 |,
|RCL2S1 |,...|RCL2Sx |, |RCL3S1 |, ..., |RCL3Sy | permissions for roles R1 , R2 ,
... Rx , Rx+1 , ..., Rx+1+y . Each permission has the form (Ri , read, {Cj }j ),
such that Ri is a role and {Cj }j is the set of regular courses accessed by role
Ri .
– Access permissions to download regular courses: it is the same as for read
permissions. However, a download permission has the form (Ri , download,
{Cj }j ), such that Ri is a role and {Cj }j is the set of regular courses accessed
by role Ri .
– Access permissions to read paid courses: we need respectively |P CL1 |,
|P CL2S1 |,...|P CL2Sx |, |P CL3S1 |,..., |P CL3Sy | permissions for roles Rx+2+y ,
Rx + 3 + y, ... R2 ∗ x + 1 + y, R2∗x+2+y ... R2∗(x+1+y) . Each permission has
the form (Ri , read, {Cj }j ), such that Ri is a role and {Cj }j is the set of
paid courses accessed by role Ri .
– Access permissions to download paid courses: The same as for read permission of paid courses. However, a permission has the form (Ri , download,
{Cj }j ), such that Ri is a role and {Cj }j is the set of paid courses accessed
by Ri .
– The RBAC does not support access to private objects because this kind of
access requires the deﬁnition of a new role for each user (i.e., which makes
role concept without beneﬁts).
In the following, we analyse each of the four metrics (W P N , EP N , P M V ,
CaA) separately.
1. WPN metric: in RBAC, the conﬁguration that grants permissions to roles
is written in the form of direct permissions. Each permission contains an
access action and the identiﬁer of an object. We assume that Ri denotes the
role identiﬁer, where 1 ≤ i ≤ N/N is the number of roles (in the illustrative
example N equals to 3 ∗ (1 + x + y)). The variable P NRi denotes the perj
missions number of the role and it is computed as: P NRi = acc=1 N Obacc ,
such that j is the number of access actions belonging to the role Ri and
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Cases
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

407

Users Specialities Objects in each Sp Actions in each Sp Conditions
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
100
1
1
1
1
1000
1
1
1
1
10000
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
100
1
1
1
1
1000
1
1
1
1
10000
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
100
1
1
1
1
1000
1
1
1
1
10000
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
100
1
1
1
1
1000
1
1
1
1
10000
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
100
1
1
1
1
1000
1
1
1
1
10000

Table 1: The input parameters values for the evaluation of RBAC

From Figure 4, we ﬁnd that: (i) the number of users has no eﬀect on the
W P N (case 2, .., case 5), (ii) There is a W P N explosion on the systems that
have large number of objects and complex granularity (Specialities, Actions)
(case 7, .., case 21). Hence, RBAC has a lack of expressiveness and does
not provide ﬁne-grained access control, (iii) and ﬁnally, the roles number
increases according to the number of specialities (case 6, ..., case 9).
2. EPN metric: To decide that a user has not the requested permission, the
RBAC evaluates all the permissions of this user’s active roles (i.e., the set
AR). So that, the EP N is calculated using equation 2.

EP N =

AR


P N Ri

(2)

i=1

Usually, a user is assigned to a small number of roles. This later means that
EP N is not a very big number. In fact, this is correct only if RBAC is used
in systems without complex granularity. The previous metric demonstrates
that RBAC is not suitable for ﬁne grained systems. The EP N in RBAC
indicates that RBAC has not complex auditing.
3. "Policy modification visualisation" metric: The policy is written at the role
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level; hence, it is easy to visualize the consequences of policy modiﬁcation.
If the administrator adds a permission to a role then all users assigned to
this role will have the permission, automatically.
4. "Context-aware access" metric: The explosion of W P N in ﬁne grained systems is due to the fact that RBAC does not use the attributes. Models that
do not use attributes do not support the context-aware access as the case of
RBAC.
4.4

ABAC configuration evaluation

The policy in ABAC is deﬁned as a set of rules. According to [Xu and Stoller,
2015], a rule is a tuple (eu, er, O, c) such that eu is a user attribute expression, er
is a resource-attribute expression, O is a set of operations and c is a constraint.
Therefore, in te case of the illustrative example, ABAC needs to deﬁne 2∗(x+1+
y) rules. These rules are required to express the conditions on levels, specialities
and access permission, as follows.
– Rule1 = (true, Role=student ∧ Level=L1 , read or download, type=courses
∧ level=L1 ),
– Rule2 =(true, Role=student ∧ Level=L2 ∧ S = 1, read or download, type
=courses ∧ level=L2 ∧ Speciality=S1 ),
...
– Rulex+1 =(Role=student ∧ Level=L2 ∧ S=x, read or download, type=courses
∧ Level=L2 ∧ Speciality=Sx ),
– Rulex+1+1 =(Role=student ∧ Level=L3 ∧ S=1, read or download,
type=courses ∧ Level=L3 ∧ Speciality=S1 ),
...
– Rulex+1+y =(Role=student ∧ Level=L3 ∧ S=y, read or download,
type=courses ∧ Level=L3 ∧ Speciality=Sy ),
– Rulex+1+y+1 =(true, Role=student ∧ Level=L1 ∧Type= premium∨ today
∈ PromoDates, read or download, type=PaidCourses ∧ level=L1 ),
...
– Rule2∗(x+1+y) =(Role=student ∧ Level=L3 ∧ Sp=y Type= premium ∨ today ∈ PromoDates, read or download, type=PaidCourses ∧ Level=L3 ∧
Speciality=Sy ).
To access to a private object, the "administrator" should write a rule for
each user allowing him a unique access to that object. Therefore, if we have
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conditions increase (Case 9 and case 21). This is justiﬁed by the augmentation of N OG required to model the features of objects, (ii) W P N with
private objects increases when the users number increases (case 5), (iii) ﬁnally, the two factors objects number and access actions number have no impact on W P N . Hence, ABAC provides ﬁne-grained access but it still needs
some adjustments to support the private objects and to be more suitable for
ﬁne_grained systems.
2. EPN metric: to decide that the user has not the requested permission, the
ABAC will evaluate all the rules with an exhaustive enumeration of attributes, used in each policy rule that we denoted by Ai . Hence, the number
EP N is calculated using the equation 3.

EP N =

W
PN


Ai

(3)

i=1

Usually, EPN is a very big number which means that ABAC has a complex
auditing.
3. "Policy modification visualization" metric: in ABAC, it is hard to visualise
the consequences of policy modiﬁcation. If the administrator changes a rule
then he will not be able to know all the consequences.
4. "Context-aware access" metric: Unlike RBAC, ABAC supports the contextaware access, thanks to the use of the attributes.
4.5

AERBAC configuration evaluation

According to [Rajpoot et al., 2015], the AERBAC policy is deﬁned as a set
of roles. Applied to the illustrative example, we require x + 1 + y roles each
of which has two access permissions: one with conditions and another without
conditions (as described in Table 2). AERBAC does not support the access to
private objects (e.g. marks in a courses).
The four metrics are evaluated in the following.
1. WPN: The AERBAC creates N roles and each role Ri has a Permission
Number P NRi as in the RBAC case. Hence, the total number of written
permissions W P N is equal to the sum of all P NRi , for i = 1 . . . N . So that,
N
W P N is computed as: W P N = i=1 P NRi .
Figure 6 plots W P N depending the same set of parameters used in the case
of ABAC. Figure 6 shows the following.
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Evaluation of the new proposed model

In the new proposed model in this paper, the policy will be deﬁned as a set of
roles and a set of access permission rules, as follows.
– Roles: Actually, the student in all levels has always the same role which
is called "student". So that, unlike RBAC case, the new proposed model
requires only one role to express the role "student".
– Rules: According to the format of rules deﬁned in section 3.3, only two rules
are required to express all access conditions in the illustrative example. We
deﬁne Rule_1 to read or to download the shared objects(free courses and
paid courses) and Rule_2 to read or download the private objects (i.e., marks
of a course). Lets denote by P C paid courses, C regular courses and T the
type of users (which can be premium or normal) or the type of objects (which
can be a mark or a course). Using the previous notations, the model requires
only the following two rules to deﬁne the policy in the example.
• Rule_1:{true, student, [T (o) = C ∨ T (o) = P C ∧ (T (u) = premium ∨
today ∈ P romoDates) ∧ L(u) = L(o) ∧ S(u) = S(o)], readordownland}
• Rule_2: {true, student, T (o) = N ote ∧ V r(o, Ref er_to) = V u(u, id),
read or downland}
To demonstrate the eﬃciency of the this new proposed model, we analyse
the four metrics in the following paragraphs.
1. WPN metric: in the proposed model, the conﬁguration that grants permissions to roles is written in the form of role rules. The number of role rules
depends on the number of access actions (in the example, there are 2 access actions). Hence, the W P N is equal to the sum of all P NRi : W P N =
N
i=1 P NRi = T Ru.
We denote by T Ru the total written rules number which represents the
W P N metric in the comparative method. P NRi indicates the rules number
of the role and it is computed using equation 4.

N ACRi

P NR i =



N TActacc .

(4)

acc=1

In equation 4, N ACRi is the number of access actions belonging to the role
Ri . When computing N ACRi , those access actions which have the same
set of accessible objects with the same access conditions are considered as
one action. For example, the role student has two access actions (read and
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download) which have the same access conditions and the same objects;
hence, these two actions are considered as one action when computing P NRi .
N TActacc indicates the number of "access action types" (this number can be
either 1 or 2). In the example, the access action (read/download) has two
types (which are: shared and private). Using the illustrative example, we will
have the following.
1


P NR 1 =

N TAcacc = 2.

(5)

P NRi = P NR1 = 2.

(6)

acc=1

WPN =

1

i=1

W P N is computed depending on the same set of parameters used in the
evaluation of ABAC and AERBAC. To simplify the analysis, we suppose
that the P NRi of all roles is the same, hence we will have: W P N = N ∗P NRi .
We distinguish between two policy cases, case 1 (which is the middle case)
and case 2 (which is the worst case).
Case 1:
In this case, we propose that: (i) 50% of access actions have the same objects and conditions sets, (ii) and 50% of access actions have the two access
types and 50% of access actions have just shared access. The equation that
calculates the P NRi will be as follows.
(N ACRi /2)+1

P NRi =



acc=1

[(N ACRi /2)+1]/2

N TAcacc =



acc=1

[(N ACRi /2)+1]

2+



1.

acc=[(N ACRi /2)+1]/2+1

(7)
Case 2:
In this case, we propose that: (i) All access actions have not the same objects
and conditions sets, (ii) and all access actions have the two access types. So
N ACR
that, P NRi = acc=1 i 2. The Figure 7 plots the number of roles as well as
values of W P N in the two cases, depending on the proposed input parameters. The Figure 7 shows that: (i) the number of users, objects or environment
features have no eﬀect on the W P N neither on the roles number, (ii) the
WPN number increases, exponentially, in order to model the large number of
access actions in the worst case. However, in reality the access actions set is
small, (iii) and ﬁnally, there is no W P N explosion on the systems that have
large number of objects or complex granularity (Specialities). Hence, the
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that the new proposed model is more suitable than existing ones. A complete
validation through simulation and formal veriﬁcation is planed in future work.
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